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Guinea is rich, both materially and culturally, with the world's largest bauxite reserves, gold,
diamonds and iron ore. It abounds in culture and traditions and has a remarkable, if often
turbulent, history. Guinea is also exceptional in that it was the first French colony proudly to
declare its independence, in 1958. Thereafter, the country suffered under the tyranny of Sekou
Toure. Today, headed for the first time by an elected president, Guineans are trying to put their
troubled past behind them and fulfil the promise of a decent life for all.It will not be easy. Tens of
thousands perished in the years of chaos and even more human potential continues to go to
waste. Guinea is the classic paradox: there are vast mineral reserves, its peoples are resourceful
and the earning potential of agriculture and tourism is evident. And yet, most citizens are
desperately poor and lack even the most basic services. Governance lies at the heart of this
problem.Posthumus touches on all these themes, while taking the reader to all corners of
Guinea, which is captivating and exasperating in equal measure. He also highlights Guinea's
remarkable cultural accomplishments, most notably its globally renowned music.

"Posthumus also offers an amusing, trenchant consideration of Guinean music from its glory
days to contemporary stars today. This book is extremely valuable for anyone interested in the
country."-- CHOICE"Brimming with art and music, perched on some of the world's richest
mineral reserves and heir to a vast empire built on trans-Saharan trade, Guinea should be an
African powerhouse. What went wrong? This extraordinary work by Bram Posthumus offers
plenty of ideas. Posthumus takes you on a compellingroad trip from Guinea's Atlantic shoreline
through its mountainous hinterland to the dense tropical forest. En route you will meet heroes
and villains as well as many citoyens trying to relaunch their country after half a century of
military rule and a bitter decolonization from France. Read it notjust for its wonderful mélange of
eye-witness reportage and history but also for the light this West African state throws on the new
geo-political and economic forces shaping our world."--Patrick Smith, Editor-in-Chief, The Africa
Report"Guinea is of global strategic importance but little understood. We have long waited for a
well-written and insightful book on modern Guinea and Bram Posthumus has produced one,
charting Guinea's turbulent history from independence till today. A must read for investors,
diplomats and academics."--DrAlex Vines OBE, Head of Africa Program at Chatham House and
Senior Lecturer at Coventry University"Guinea is an extraordinary country. At Independence it
radically broke away from France. It later turned into a 'people's revolutionary republic;' shunned
by most of the world. In 2014 it suddenly made headlines during the Ebola outbreak. But there is
so much more to know about this intriguingAfrican country. Bram Posthumus does so with
insight, humor, and love."-- Ton Dietz, Director of the African Studies Centre, Leiden"Bram
Posthumus never bothers with the tired clichés and stereotypes of African victimhood. He --



rightly-- finds such projections insulting as well as silly and wrong, not to mention boring. After
all, the African continent knows abundance as well as hunger, breathtaking humor as well
asdictatorship, deeply moving poetry and music as well as the chilling songs of soldiers. Africa is
not a country: Guinea, with its history of slave trade, story-telling griots, its 'Magna Carta,'
rebellious kings, and bloody dictators is very much a universe on its own. And yet, Guinea, with
the'rectangular' street grid so beloved by colonial settlers", the dysfunctional state where
'Ministries' are 'Mysteries,' the never ending pillage it endures and the market women who are its
economic backbone, is Africa, too. Read this book. The 'dark' continent is, after all, only 'dark' in
the eyeof the ignorant and uninformed beholder."-- Evelyn Groenink, Investigations editor, ZAM
Magazine"Posthumus' absorbing Guinea: Masks, Music and Minerals is an edifying book for
anyone wanting to explore the interplay between geopolitics, economics, and culture in this
beautiful but beleaguered nation."-- The Times Literary Supplement--This text refers to the
hardcover edition.About the AuthorBram Posthumus is a journalist who first visited Guinea in
1995, the beginning of an enduring fascination with the country, its people and its cultures.
Based in Dakar, he reports on political, cultural and economic events in West Africa for the
Dutch and other European media.--This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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PROLOGUETHE RAIN, A FIRE, TWO COLOURS AND A GENERAL‘It’s a conspiracy.’When
Guineans look for answers to explain the inexplicable, they turn to this. A car accident, a plane
crash, unexpected death, even bad weather—all conspiracies. It is the fallout from twenty-six
years of uncontested rule by a man who eliminated his opponents by declaring them part of
conspiracies. This country has yet to recover from the preferred governance method of its first
post-independence president, Ahmed Sékou Touré.Rain marked the second and decisive round
of Guinea’s first-ever free and fair presidential election. It took place in September 2010. This is
the time of year when spectacular thunderstorms deepen the potholes in the old tar roads
across Conakry, the nation’s dilapidated capital. There is water everywhere, cascading off the
zinc roofs, rushing down the streets in the hilly suburbs, pummelling battered taxis, lorries,
minibuses and hurried pedestrians. A wire crackles somewhere and seconds later the lights go
off. Again. But it is not just rain and lightning that shuts down the power. In fact, Conakry’s
electricity supply has been so poor that faces light up in amazement…when the light comes on.
Those who can afford it have entirely dispensed with the energy utility known as EDG (Electricité
de Guinée) and rely exclusively on diesel generators. You can hear their steady drone
everywhere, a strange sound in a city that has never suffered any war damage and should
therefore be fully functional. Why is hardly anything working? The answer: half a century or more
of awful governance. But in people’s minds, it’s all conspiracies. ‘C’est un complot…’So on this
warm, rain-soaked September day in 2010, the conspiracy theory was attached to a mysterious



fire, which had just destroyed election material including ballot boxes. They had been stored in
an army camp, right in the centre of town. Inside the camp, a hapless electrician was found near
the burnt area. He was grilled by the authorities and said: ‘But I swear it was not my electrical
wire that caused the fire.’ But what was an electrician without a license doing in such a sensitive
area to begin with?C’est un complot…From January 1959 to his death in April 1984, Ahmed
Sékou Touré governed this country with an iron hand. When he died, his associates started
feuding over the spoils and as this was going on, a colonel by the name of Lansana Conté
staged a bloodless coup. Like his predecessor, he held on power until his own death in
December 2008. By this time, the nation had become a pauper with a bloody face, a place most
people were hoping to escape from. Within hours of Conté’s death the 1984 scenario repeated
itself: more family feuds, another smooth coup d’état. But then things accelerated. The chaotic
rule of Captain Moussa Dadis Camara lasted only one year, followed by another year of
transition led by a general, Sékouba Konaté. And in 2010, Guinea was ready to choose its
leader, freely, for the first time.The first round had been held on 27 June and had produced a
clear frontrunner. The second round was a mere formality. After all, Cellou Dalein Diallo, a former
prime minister, had come away with 43 per cent of the vote and his declared ally Sidya Touré,
another former prime minister, had come third with 13 per cent, and so this tandem would easily
ride into the presidency with a solid 56 per cent. They would simply take on the candidate who
had come second, the longstanding opposition politician Alpha Condé, who had only gathered
18 per cent of the vote.Condé is called ‘The Professor’ because of his previous work as a
lecturer at the prestigious Sorbonne University in Paris. He spent his entire life fighting the
government. Sékou Touré condemned him to death in absentia; Conté jailed, tortured and then
‘pardoned’ him for his temerity to contest a doctored election. Most of the rest of the time he was
in exile, in Senegal or France. If ideology counts for anything, he is decidedly left-of-centre. ‘He’s
an old communist,’ said a local journalist once of him. Communist or not, Condé is a firm believer
in state intervention for the benefit of the people—and an old style politician: weak in
communication, strong in telling others what to do. His camp went around clad in yellow: T shirts,
caps, scarves, the lot.Green was the colour of Diallo, his opponent. Between 1994 and 2006 he
served in Conté’s government in various ministries. He is an economist by training, a banker and
an adherent of the free market. He is much younger than his opponent and a great deal more
media savvy: his appearance is suave and his talk smooth, even though that quiet voice can say
some pretty incendiary things. He became an overnight hero during an event in 2009 that
became known as the Stadium Massacre, when soldiers shot into a crowd, killing many people.
It happened in Conakry’s main football stadium. Many opposition politicians got clubbed over the
head and pictures of their bloody skulls went around the world. Diallo was injured in the attack
and arrested, notable by his absence on that traumatic occasion was Alpha Condé.These two
went head to head in the second and decisive round on Sunday 19 September. The professor
against the banker. The candidate of the small diamond miners against the candidate of the
petty traders. The last of the old generation against the first of a younger cohort. A state



ideologue against a free market technocrat or (as less charitable voices would have it) a political
dinosaur against a political entrepreneur. The old men in the Patisserie Centrale, Conakry’s
venerable, run-down coffee establishment, held their habitual discussions:‘Look at it
mathematically! Condé has no chance!’‘No but he can still catch up…’‘Impossible! Look how far
behind he is…’In between the first and the second round there had been problems. Mysteries.
Conspiracies, if you will. It began when the professor protested, quite loudly, against the results
of the first, which he claimed had been doctored. An investigation began into the dealings of the
National Independent Election Commission (French initials CENI). The leader of that
Commission was a rather self-effacing man who had come from Guinea’s fledgling civil society
movement, Ben Sékou Sylla. The investigation pointed at electoral cheating and Sylla had to
take the blame. He was condemned to one year in prison but then his health, already poor,
suddenly deteriorated. He was flown to Paris in haste and died in hospital, just five days before
the second round, on a Tuesday.And so the vice president became the interim head until a new
chairperson was found. On the Thursday, Hadja Aminata Mame Camara assured everyone who
wanted to hear it that the date for Round Two was not in doubt. ‘We have taken adequate
measures to solve all remaining problems relating to these elections. What remains are a few
technical issues.’ Such as…how to prevent a fire in the place where you keep your voting
material. You see, this fire broke out just hours after her declaration that everything was on
course. And you still believe that there is no conspiracy behind this ‘mysterious’ event? My
friend, this is Guinea; everything here happens for a reason. CENI claimed that the burnt
material was ‘additional’, but a public raised on suspicion and conspiracy thinking was
unconvinced. And that was even before the press revealed that there were, in fact, even more
voting cards and registers on their way. They would be flown in from South Africa…on Monday,
20 September.Campaigning, meanwhile, had been suspended. The reason was violence. Rain
never stops a crowd of party fanatics from battling it out on the streets. Groups of rival partisans
had clashed. One dead, scores injured. General Konaté’s interim government immediately
ordered everyone home. No more yellow and green on the streets.The general took to criss-
crossing the capital. His impressive motorcade, two dozen open trucks, overloaded with heavily
armed soldiers in red berets, burst forth from the prime minister’s office, set in a garden villa in a
calm, leafy part of downtown Conakry. He sped through narrow streets and thundered down
busy highways, from his residence to government offices, to the airport, to the barracks where
the soldiers were restlessly waiting for news, and back to town. He met the two candidates. He
met the officials at CENI. He met his ministers and his soldiers. Konaté had made it clear on
many occasions that he wanted to leave this job, sooner rather than later. With the election date
more in doubt with each advancing hour, the general became unhappier. And the people were
left scattered by the roadside. Military convoys do not apply brakes.Ah, yes, the people! The
supposed beneficiaries from this rain-drenched political theatre! They live in the poorer parts of
this city of over two million, in Coronthie, Madina or further up in the ‘high suburbs’ of this rope of
buildings, 40 kilometres long. They survive on nothing. They haven’t seen running water or



electricity in their homes for 15, 20 years. Their children go to poorly equipped schools—if they
go at all. They go to hospitals to die. The men look for any kind of work. The women sit behind
market stalls, all day long, hiding under threadbare plastic sheets that do nothing to protect them
against a climate without mercy, be it sun or rain. Boys wander up and down the streets, selling
CDs mounted on a stick so you can read the titles while you sit in your overcrowded taxi. One of
them reads: Let Us Save Guinea. ‘What a song,’ scoffs someone in the back of the taxi. ‘The
man was singing the praises of Captain Camara. He can keep his music.’ Outside the gate of a
luxury office complex known as Railway City, another smaller city has sprung up under cloth and
cardboard. When the traffic lights work and turn red, an army of have-nots in wheelchairs, on
crutches, plus children, pensioners and mothers, leaves the pavement and sidles up to the cars.
One of them offers her baby: ‘Good day, uncle. Give me money. Give me food.’ A city of beggars,
in a capital that was once referred to as The Pearl of West Africa. Close by is the railway station.
It has not been used since the mid-1980s and the trains have become squats.Even in Conakry
there are moments when the sky takes a break from raining down. It happened on that calm
Thursday morning, three days before the vote. One Guinean journalist stood on the steps of a
building opposite the prime minister’s office, watching General Konaté’s impressive convoy
depart. ‘What you are seeing here,’ he said drily, ‘is a circus. Nothing is going to happen on
Sunday. The general knows it, the prime minister knows it, CENI knows it, everyone knows it.
Things are not in place. And now they have another argument to stop the whole process: those
riots. There will be no second round on Sunday.’Thursday evening. General Konaté puts on a
grave face as he stares into the camera of Radio Télévision Guinéenne, the country’s national
broadcaster. His voice drips with displeasure. ‘I have been made to understand that we are
heading for an impasse. A proposal has been made to postpone the second round as a result of
technical difficulties and the demands of the two remaining candidates. I consider this a defeat.’
Mr Diallo pronounces himself deeply disappointed. Mr Condé lets it be known that the date is
immaterial, as long as the poll is free and fair. Of the two candidates, he has been the busiest by
far, making alliances with former allies of Sékou Touré, Lansana Conté and Captain Camara, a
motley crew of shady politicians and businessmen.In the end, the delays stretched to 7
November. General Konaté had to resolve the endless wrangling over who should head CENI by
appointing a Malian general. All the electoral materials finally appeared in their designated
locations but many people were no longer in their places. Tens of thousands were displaced by
electoral violence in the country’s interior, in cities like Kissidougou, Kouroussa and Siguiri. It
forced CENI to take the extraordinary decision to allow people to vote where they were, rather
than where they had been registered. The vote itself was a relatively calm affair but the result
took many people by surprise.Alpha Condé president? With 52.52 per cent?Surely, a
conspiracy…

FOREWORD28 SEPTEMBEREvery country has one or more dates that are milestones in their
national biography. The Fourth of July in the United States; the Fourteenth of July in France; 27



April, Freedom Day, in South Africa. In Guinea, the day that lights up in history is without a doubt
28 September. There are two versions of 28 September, radically different in character, with fifty-
one years between them.The first was in 1958. In August that year, Prime Minister (Président du
conseil) Charles de Gaulle of France conducted a series of state visits to what were then still
French colonies. He was on tour to discuss and promote the composition of a new French-
African community, to be voted in or out by public referendum on 28 September of that year. A
first in Africa.On 25 August, de Gaulle arrived in the Guinean capital Conakry. There he is, on an
old picture, tall, in full regalia, general’s cap on his head, ramrod straight. In spite of all that
military severity his face manages to look surprisingly jovial. Next to him, a young and
charismatic Guinean politician, Ahmed Sékou Touré, the uncontested leader of the Parti
Démocratique de Guinée (PDG), a party that was to sit like a colossus on national politics for the
next two and a half decades.Crowds lined the streets, there was traditional music and dance
everywhere, and all looked warm and well. Moments earlier, politicians, religious leaders, the
Governor of French Guinea Jean Mauberna, Sékou Touré himself and other dignitaries had
been to the airport to collect de Gaulle. He had descended from his aircraft with the Minister of
the Overseas Territories Cornut-Gentille and the High Commissioner of the entire French West
African region, Pierre Messmer. The fanfare played; La Marseillaise, of course. The khaki-clad
general and the dashing politician dressed in a large white boubou then travelled together in an
open car from the airport, first to the governor’s residence and then to the building of the
Territorial Assembly, where an exchange of views was to take place about the future relationship
between La Métropole (that is, France) and its colonies. Inside the building, the tone changed
dramatically. Touré’s right-hand man, Saïfoulaye Diallo, opened proceedings and stated, gravely,
that on this day clear decisions would be arrived at.Here is another picture. It shows Sékou
Touré dressed in his immaculate white boubou and in full rhetorical flow as de Gaulle sits there,
listening, eyes closed, as if frozen. It is a long speech, as is Touré’s habit, replete with moral
references. A few excerpts (paraphrased and translated by the author):The full development of
Africa’s worth is hampered…by the political and economic structures [that are the] legacy of the
colonial regime. We want to correct these structures, not by some timid and partial reform but
fundamentally, so that our societies move along the ascending line of constant evolution,
perpetually striving towards perfection.A poor population is privileged in the sense that the risks
run by its enterprises are very small…Nothing is more natural than to want to remove all
inequality and all injustice. We carry this need for equality and justice with a profoundness that
matches the severity with which we have been subjected to injustice and inequality.There is no
Dignity without Freedom because every subjugation, every hindrance imposed…degrades
those who live under their weight, takes away a part of their human quality and turns them into
inferior beings. We prefer poverty in freedom to wealth in slavery. [emphasis added]This
legendary phrase, often repeated, became a powerful rallying cry, derived directly from its
historical context. Was it not, above all, France that had decided her mission was to shape the
world in her own image? And was it not, above all, France that had always maintained that it was



the leading light of the world and the carrier of nothing less than…civilization itself? Well, this
was the reply: keep your civilizing mission to yourself. We, Africans, can do without your
patronizing interference.Touré was not done yet. He worked the foundational slogan of the
French Republic into another section of his address to de Gaulle, who was outwardly unmoved
but, as we now know, fuming inside.The quality or rather the new nature of the relationship
between France and its old colonies must be determined without paternalism and dishonesty…
The name of our Association [with France] is of little importance to us. What matters is its
content, the possibilities for evolution that it will offer to all those African Territories currently
engaged in this great emancipatory movement, which demands the complete disappearance of
the colonial phenomenon and the establishment of an era of true liberty, and active equality and
brotherhood.He went on to say that the Africans of Guinea were secure in the knowledge of their
courage and loyalty, their love of Justice and Progress, and that the conditions for the Guinean
acceptance of the French proposal were known: the right to Independence, legal equality for all
and the right to separate. Then he put the knife in:We dare dream, Mister President, that your
Government would propose…a Constitution not including legal concepts from an unpopular
regime but taking into account the demands expressed by a mature people […] clearly
determined to build a free Future for itself…After Touré’s speech, the contents of which de
Gaulle had not read, the French head of government gave a reply that sounded like an
admission of imminent defeat and a none-too-subtle threat. Referring to the warm welcome he
had received on the streets he said: ‘I have seen…a great attachment to France and not the
slightest rebuke towards her. There is no reason at all for France to feel ashamed by what she
has accomplished here with the Africans.’ As far as he was concerned, France’s mission had
been a beneficial one. However, intoned the general, after what he had heard, ‘…the leader of
France… must say here what should be said, in order to make clear those matters that need to
be made clear.’ The core issue, de Gaulle insisted, was whether or not Africans and
Metropolitans wanted to have a Community dedicated to economic, social, moral and cultural
development and whether all were prepared to defend the said Community against those who
sought to attack it—a clear reference to the Soviet Union, to which Touré would turn for help
when the Western side of the Cold War rejected him.And then came de Gaulle’s own famous
phrase. ‘There has been talk about independence and I say it here even louder than elsewhere
that Independence is at Guinea’s disposal. It can take Independence on 28 September by
saying “NO” to the proposal put before it and in that case la Métropole will not stand in the way.
She will, of course, draw her own conclusions but she will not stand in the way…’ De Gaulle then
solemnly enumerated the tasks that France had set itself, how challenging life was for the
Republic after two world wars and how adding value to a ‘difficult and unhappy territory’ (a
reference to Algeria where France was fighting a colonial war at the time) was a heavy
responsibility. Finally, he said there were obstacles to surmount and, in a phrase that singularly
underscored how badly he had gauged the mood, de Gaulle told Touré that the obstacle of
indignity had already been removed. ‘We must, therefore, carry on together…it is our duty as



humans. I have spoken. You will reflect upon it.’Following this exchange, de Gaulle left the
Assembly building and returned to the Governor’s residence, where he told Cornut-Gentille,
Messmer and Mauberna: ‘Here is a man with whom we will never reach an understanding. We
have nothing more to do here. Gentlemen, France can do without Guinea. It is up to it [Guinea] to
take its responsibilities.’ André Lewin, former French Ambassador to Guinea and a friend of
Touré, recounts that the next day de Gaulle went swiftly to Conakry Airport and took his leave
from his host with a curt ‘Good luck, Guinea’. The door had closed.Referendum Day itself was
remarkably uneventful. On 28 September 1958, Guinea calmly placed herself outside the
French orbit by voting ‘NO’, the only French African colony to do so (while voters in Metropolitan
France voted for the Constitution of the Fifth Republic, of which de Gaulle would be sworn in as
president in January 1959). The score was devastating: more than 1.1 million people voted
against the French proposal; just under 57,000 in favour. Nineteen to one. The French were
already leaving in a hurry, sabotaging virtually the entire economy and administration as they
went.2 October 1958. Ideological ally Ghana, neighbouring Liberia, the Soviet Union and a few
other countries from the Eastern Bloc congratulate Guinea on the day Independence is
declared. Three months later, Ahmed Sékou Touré is elected the country’s first president,
leaving Guinea in the hands of someone who would, very early on, develop signs of extreme
political intolerance. ‘Indeed, that “NO” of ours has cost us. Dearly,’ one Guinean friend would
comment decades later.Independence was supposed to fulfil a promise. Instead, it ushered in
the ‘Five Decades of Bad Habits,’ as Guineans always say. Any attempt to challenge the rampant
cronyism, nepotism and corruption was met with a violent response by the rulers of the day.
Executions, rule-by-conspiracy, concentration camps, public hangings, disappearances and
torture marked the 26 years that Ahmed Sékou Touré was in power; inept and repressive
(although less bloody) were the 24 years of quasi-civilian rule by Touré’s successor Lansana
Conté.Conté died in December 2008 and the country changed hands in the exact same way as
it had in 1984: a coup by a little known military man. The first time it was Lansana Conté, this
time it was a captain named Moussa Dadis Camara. Like Conté before him he promised better
governance, democracy, and development. ‘We have no intention to stay in power forever,’ he
declared. Nine months later, on 28 September 2009, thousands marched on the city stadium in
Conakry; they wanted to know whether the captain, known everywhere as ‘Dadis’, intended to
keep his word.The rather unimposing and run-down Stade du 28 septembre (yes, that is its
name) sits in a densely populated part of town, not far from the Donka Hospital and the largest
mosque of the city, the elegant Fayçal Mosque. It has a capacity of 35,000 people but there were
many more marching towards the stadium on this day, which, of course, had been deliberately
chosen. It was ‘NO’ in 1958 and it would be ‘NO’ today. Dadis’ junta had concluded that the rally
was ‘a provocation’ and had declared the stadium closed, ostensibly for repairs. It also offered
an alternative venue, the Nongo Stadium, much larger but very far from the city centre. Finally, it
banned the march outright. Too late. What happened next we know from eyewitnesses, shaky
but unequivocal footage recorded on mobile phones, journalists’ reports and victims’ accounts



given to human rights organizations.All morning, the stadium had been filling up with
demonstrators from all corners of the capital. It was raining heavily, as it always does in
September, but the atmosphere inside was excited and friendly, even festive. Almost the entire
oppositional political class had shown up. Former Prime Minister Sidya Touré was there, still
nicknamed ‘Sidya Courant’ because it was during his time in office that Conakry had reliable
electricity. There were other prominent politicians too, like Jean-Marie Doré and more ex-prime
ministers including François Lonsény Fall and Cellou Dalein Diallo.The crowd were waiting for
speeches. But outside, the atmosphere was turning ugly. Youths had blocked the Donka road,
the nearby artery that connects the suburbs with the city centre. Red berets and green berets
were everywhere: the presidential guard and other security forces had attempted to block the
entrance and prevented the demonstrators from arriving. In vain. Some shots had already been
fired; the air was heavy with teargas. Then the soldiers turned around and started entering the
stadium. Footage shows them walking onto the football pitch and shooting indiscriminately into
the crowd. Shocked and dazed protestors saw people falling around them. They saw
abomination, as soldiers were raping women, sometimes using batons or even their bayonets;
they were armed, there was nothing or no-one to stop them.All the opposition leaders were
beaten and some, like Diallo, had to be flown abroad for treatment. He retold his experience later
and said: ‘It took me a while to realize it but then it dawned on me that they really wanted to kill
me.’ His colleague Sidya Touré added: ‘We were clubbed on the head and hit with rifle butts. I
looked around me and all I could see was blood.’ The soldiers, drugged to the eyeballs
according to many reports, killed 157 people that day, with bullets and bayonets. The bodies
were laid out in front of the stadium. Others were taken to the nearby Fayçal mosque, where
police stood guard. They were then taken to the mortuary, at Donka and other hospitals further
away. Some had died in the panic rush to the exits, but most had been murdered. At least 109
women were raped in broad daylight. Armed forces went on the rampage in the poor suburbs of
the capital, arresting and beating up people as they saw fit.Who gave the order to shoot?
Rumours were careening through the media, mostly online, including one that claimed that there
were mercenaries from neighbouring Liberia and Sierra Leone among the killers. The next day,
the junta said in a statement that an inquiry had been opened and those responsible would be
‘severely punished’. It was already providing cover for itself by claiming that most of the victims
had been crushed to death, which was manifestly untrue. The junta went on to blame the
opposition, for taking the decision to go ahead with a march that had been banned and to hold a
demonstration in a stadium that had been closed. Furthermore, the junta added, it had offered
another venue for the rally.But who gave the order? Dadis said he did not know, he was not there
when it happened. Human rights organisations who spoke with scores of victims disagreed: the
buck stopped at his desk. And who else was involved? The minister charged with fighting drugs
and crime, Commander Tiegboro Camara? The president’s security man, Captain Claude
‘Coplan’ Pivi? Magistrates in Conakry later opened inquiries into both cases. Or the out-of-
control lieutenant Aboubacar ‘Toumba’ Diakité, Dadis’ right hand man? The United Nations



concluded after their inquiry that he had a case to answer.This, then, was a leading collective
seriously at odds with itself. The argument about who was responsible came to a head a few
weeks later. On 3 December, Lieutenant Diakité, who felt the junta was increasingly blaming him
and him alone for the massacre, shot Captain Moussa Dadis Camara in the head and then
disappeared, never to be seen again. The captain was flown to Morocco for treatment and into
exile in Burkina Faso, where he remains. His absence paved the way for the transition and the
first free presidential elections in 2010.Guinea has been dealt a catastrophic hand in terms of
leadership. It is a history we will now start tracing in detail. But first, we travel to every corner of
the land. After all, everything you have been reading up to now took place in the capital but there
is much more to this extraordinary country. This road trip takes up the first full chapter and gives
us the opportunity to discuss the various peoples living in Guinea and their histories. In the
second chapter, we begin the chronology of modern Guinea with the story of one of its most
celebrated national heroes, Samory Touré. It will continue with the travails of French colonial
rule, followed by Independence and more than a quarter of a century under the thumb of its first
president, Ahmed Sékou Touré. In the third chapter we will examine the almost equally long term
in office of his successor, Lansana Conté. This is followed by a discussion of the vital role
Guinea’s music has played throughout all this. The fifth and final chapter is dedicated to the
question of whether things will finally get better in a country that has, throughout history, always
stubbornly gone its own way, rather unconcerned by the opinions of outsiders.
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1GUINEA BY ROADA TRIP THROUGH GUINEA’S FOUR NATURAL REGIONSThe
roadTravelling in Guinea means travelling by road. Apart from a few thousand commuters in
Conakry, nobody in Guinea takes the train. The last passenger service between the capital and
the ancient city of Kan Kan, a distance of 662 kilometres, was discontinued midway through the
1980s. Some of the stations along that line have become homes while the physical railway is
disappearing. There was, briefly, a plan to revive it, but it never took off. There is a new project,
called the Trans Guinean Railway, but it is doubtful if it will be realized. Besides, its primary
function would be to transport Guinea’s sub-soil minerals to the sea, not passengers. As for air
transport, the last Air Guinée aircraft was grounded well over a decade ago.So, travelling in
Guinea means travelling by road, and most of this is done in the national symbol of transport: the
sturdy Peugeot 505 station wagon. Typically, it carries nine passengers and their luggage: bags
and sacks and boxes, piled up three storeys high on the roof, held together by ropes, mesh wire,
and tarpaulin when it rains. Taxi drivers are this country’s unsung heroes, toiling impossibly long
hours behind the wheel. The condition of many of the country’s roads means that a simple 400
kilometres-long trip can take anything from seven hours to an entire day. A good driver is also a
smooth-talking diplomat, having to deal with his passengers and protect his income from
security personnel who may want to check the car, take bribes, control identity papers or just be



annoying. A good driver is an ad-hoc car repairman; breakdowns are frequent. Most of all, the
drivers need to be patient, very patient. Not all drivers are like that, and not all the time. ‘We’re
headstrong,’ they will freely admit when reflecting on their work. ‘We know everything, we’re
always in a hurry and we always want to be the first to leave. That’s where Le Syndicat (the
union) comes in. Without them, there would be anarchy.’Le Syndicat is the secret behind the
order that reigns under the seemingly chaotic surface of the motor park (or gare routière), your
first contact with the taxi world. In principle, all drivers are members and submit to their rules and
regulations, thus ensuring that everyone gets a fair share of the business. Of course, there are
rogue elements, usually politically connected, that do not abide by these rules, but they are a
minority. For its members, Le Syndicat does four essential things in and between the motor
parks.First, it decides the running order of the taxis for each destination. This is especially
important on busy routes. The running order, once decided, is respected by all, which ensures
that a driver and his helpers (who find customers and take care of the luggage) can fill up the
taxi without having to fight over each and every traveller. Second, it sets the fares, which ensures
passengers do not depend on a driver’s whim when paying for a ticket. Le Syndicat issues the
ticket and you will get an official receipt. It states your destination, the fare and the licence plate
of the car that will take you there. Something similar happens when larger items need to be
transported, a bed, or a motorcycle. This is lucrative business and the union decides who takes
what. Third, when there is an argument among drivers or between drivers and passengers, Le
Syndicat transforms itself into a tribunal that settles disputes. Again, not everyone may agree
and some may have access to a corrupt judge or two, but many fights are averted in this fashion.
Fourth, Le Syndicat arranges a replacement for a vehicle that has developed mechanical
problems. This happens very frequently. Radiators burst, axles break, the driver runs out of
spare tyres, engines overheat, refuse to start; shock absorbers cease to work. Every
conceivable mechanical failure can happen, often more than once during a single journey. Some
can be repaired on the spot; others lead to long delays. Thanks to mobile phones, you can call
everywhere in Guinea, but it may take up to a day or two for the replacement vehicle to arrive. In
the meantime, you can sleep in the vehicle or improvise a place to stay somewhere else, and
reconcile yourself to yet another day lost, or a plan gone awry because of ‘transport
problems’.Among the other issues that have the attention of the unions are the price of petrol
and security. Price setting for petrol is essential in a country that imports every single oil-derived
product. A price increase means that the products that are taken through the country by road—
that is: everything—get more expensive. Passenger prices do not keep the same pace and what
a driver pays at the pump can determine the difference between turning a profit and losing
money on a trip. Another major issue concerns security. The state of the road is so bad in some
places that it endangers traffic. The Peugeots swerve from one side to the other to avoid
potholes, create a new path right next to the crumbling tar or get stuck in a treacherous patch of
mud where the asphalt once was. A perfect scenario for the coupeurs de route, roadside
bandits. They have been blighting travel in various parts of the country, making off with



everybody’s money and possessions, at times with the help of corrupt members of the security
forces who give them arms or who engage in the robbery themselves. Which brings us to
another problem Le Syndicat has to deal with: uniforms. Police, Customs, Immigration, Army
personnel, Gendarmerie—there is a large array of security forces who have in the past proven to
be prone to holding up traffic, asking for identity papers, demanding bribes, finding fault and
then demanding bribes, checking luggage, finding fault and demanding more bribes, costing
enormous amounts of time and money. Since President Alpha Condé took office in 2010, the
frequency of these roadblocks has diminished to great public approval—but they are not entirely
gone. The unions discuss these issues at the highest level with the state. The realization is there:
when they go on strike, as they do from time to time, the country grinds to a halt.There are four
regions in the country; Guineans call them ‘the four natural regions’. The first is Guinée Maritime,
the coastal region, which includes the tumultuous capital, Conakry. The next is Middle Guinea,
principally the fortress-like mountain area of the Fouta Djalon. Next is the savanna of the
northeast, called Upper Guinea (Haute Guinée) and finally we have Guinée Forestière (the
Forest Region), a land of mountains and rainforests.Guinea: the name, the anthemThis is a tale,
heard often and told with relish: when Portuguese explorers sailed into the Sangaréya Bay and
approached the coast where Conakry was to be built, they were shooed away by a group of
women who were washing clothes (or bathing, depending on who is telling the story). The
misunderstanding apparently arose when the Portuguese asked for the name of the land, only to
be told by the women to go away because they objected to being seen by strangers. In the Susu
language, ‘ginè means woman, and so the unwelcome visitors thought that this was the name of
the territory.It is a lovely story but in all probability incorrect, if only because at that time—halfway
through the fifteenth century—the Portuguese were unlikely to have met Susu women living
there. There is evidence that the name was in use long before the Portuguese set eyes on the
West African coast. It travelled into European consciousness, not through Portuguese explorers
but through Arabs who had been trading with Africans for centuries. A short article in Cahiers
d’Études Africaines supports this idea, as it mentions maps made in Italy and Spain in the
fourteenth century, mentioning several variations of the word ‘Guinea’ with no mistaking what it
meant: a black kingdom well to the south of the Atlas Mountains. When researching the
transatlantic slave trade, the British historian Hugh Thomas found earlier references to an area
called ‘Guinea’ in literature dating back to eighth century Muslim-ruled Andalusia. It meant an
area where slaves could be found.It is, in any case, not the same Guinea we see on the map
today. There are in fact two other republics in West Africa that carry the name: Guinea-Bissau
and Equatorial Guinea. At one point, the entire West African coast was known as Guinea and
even today that very large body of water that washes onshore from Côte d’Ivoire all the way to
Gabon is known as the Gulf of Guinea.* * *Music has always played and continues to play a
central role in the life of kings, emperors, presidents and peoples. Keeping the stories alive is
only one among the many tasks that male and female singing chroniclers perform (they are jelis,
also known by the French word griots). Traditionally deeply respected, they were not only the



praise singers; they also brought news, insulted the enemy and prepared armies for battle. And
they wrote songs, in praise of their leaders, for which they were richly rewarded. It should,
therefore, come as no surprise that a griot is responsible for Guinea’s national anthem.It has
been derived from a praise song to a late nineteenth century king from the Fouta Djalon, Alpha
Yaya Diallo. Controversial in his lifetime, he is, without a doubt, one of the principal figures in
Guinea’s anticolonial history. He was placed alongside that other great national hero, Samory
Touré, as two leading figures in the making of modern Guinea.In 1904, Alpha Yaya Diallo was
among a gathering of traditional chiefs and kings who were summoned to attend a conference
with the new colonial overlords. They came, and brought with them their griots. Among them was
the famous Korofo Moussa, from the town of Kissidougou. The story goes that when Alpha
arrived, he improvised a song in his honour. It was, as one would say in present-day parlance, an
instant hit.When Independence was attained, Korofo Moussa’s principal melody was integrated
into the first stanzas of the national anthem, ‘Liberté’. Re-working the lyrics and turning it into an
all-appealing national hymn was the work of two individuals: the artist, choreographer and
politician Fodéba Keita and one Jean Cellier. Alpha Yaya Diallo lives on in the stories, the statues
and the name of a big army camp in Conakry and in this melody, now a staple of many West
African recording artists and a feature on national television which closes every broadcasting
day with Korofo Moussa’s song.* * *We are now embarking on the long journey across this great
and varied land. Take your place in the taxi and if you have not had the foresight to buy two seats
instead of one, you will spend the next few days wedged between the driver’s gearbox and the
other passenger you are sharing the front seat with, wedged between a passenger and the door
—or simply wedged between two passengers.Guinée Maritime (the coastal region)Green and
grey. Most of Guinée Maritime receives an annual rainfall of more than 3,000 millimetres, and it
shows. The land is all shades of green and at least half the year the skies will be all shades of
grey. Water also descends in abundance from the hills and mountains in the interior. One of
these rivers is the Kounkouré. Its descent is so steep that the large hydroelectric dam
constructed in 2015 is set to generate enough power to solve the region’s perennial electricity
problems.Where inland fresh water meets the salty Atlantic Ocean, a miracle occurs. Mangroves
cover almost the entire Guinean coast. These are complex systems of inextricable creeks,
swamps and forests. The trees that have their roots in this swampy, twice daily flooded area offer
protection for many species, especially fish that use it as a nursery. Perhaps most importantly,
this green and watery dreamscape contributes to the formation of plankton, the cornerstone of
the world’s aquatic ecosystem. The people on the land profit from its fish, oysters and its
medicinal plants. The whole system protects their villages against flooding. Conakry’s only
international airport sits right next to a great mangrove area, which has sent infrequent but
unexpected visitors to the airport building, including a cobra that had to be smoked out of the
VIP lounge once…Guinée Maritime is home to various peoples, including the Baga and the
Susu. The Baga are considered to be the oldest inhabitants. Living in Kamsar and Boké and on
the Kaloum peninsula in what is now Conakry, they specialized in hunting, fishing, rice



cultivation, salt extraction and trade. They have a reputation for an exceptionally rich traditional
culture, including a vast array of masks, dances and rituals that have survived many targeted
attacks and today are enjoying a revival. Numerically, the Baga are now a minority in Guinée
Maritime, following the arrival of the Susu.The Susu once lived in the empire known as Ghana,
which occupied a large stretch of the Sahel between the sixth and the thirteenth century. But
they were chased away by their very own cousins, a story recounted at length in the classic epic
tale of Sundiata, which we will discuss later. They fled into the mountains of Middle Guinea and
were safe there until the Peul (Fulani) people started migrating there in large numbers, in the
early eighteenth century. Finally, then, the Susu came to the coast, partly on the run from the
Peul and partly attracted by new business opportunities in the form of trade with the newly
arrived Portuguese, and so, by midway through the eighteenth century they had established a
series of states in the area, between present-day Conakry and the Freetown peninsula in Sierra
Leone, gradually expanding westwards. Like their inland cousins, they have a subtly stratified
society with a leading aristocracy at the top (closely associated with the military), a caste of
craftspeople in the middle (shoemakers, blacksmiths, weavers and, of course, griots) and finally
a caste of labourers, whose ancestors were captured in battle or taken along as slaves. There
are exceptions of course (same with the Peul and the Malinké we will meet later) but even if you
are, say, a descendant of a slave and you have made vast amounts of money in commerce,
people will still relate to you as the one whose ancestors were slaves. The Susu were prolific
slave traders themselves until well into the nineteenth century. Lansana Conté, Guinea’s second
president who ruled from 1984 until his death in 2008, was a Susu. Others from this region who
made a name for themselves include the politician and businessman Mamadou Sylla, the
influential Kerfalla Yansané, a former finance and mining minister who also ran the Central Bank
between 1985 and 1996, and the hugely popular Takana Zion, one of Africa’s fastest rising new
reggae stars.Islam was the first external religion that found its way into Guinea, from Africa’s
interior. Today, some 90 per cent of Guineans declare themselves Muslim. Christianity, much
smaller, was the second arrival and it came from the sea. There were a few Portuguese attempts
but these never amounted to much, partly because they concentrated their main efforts on
neighbouring Guinea-Bissau, which today is much more Catholicized than Guinea itself. In the
early nineteenth century the British wanted to bring in missionaries and establish churches and
schools. These were mostly concentrated on the coast but some went so far as to attempt the
same in the deeply Islamic Fouta Djalon. This ended in fairly predictable failure. A few were
tolerated on the coast, as long as they did not openly oppose the still thriving slave trade, which
the British Parliament was in the process of declaring illegal. By 1817, almost all of them had
moved to the British colony of Freetown in neighbouring Sierra Leone. There still is a small
Anglican presence in the country.In the wake of the French colonization, missionaries came
ashore and were allowed a settlement in the friendly town of Boffa, today the oldest Roman
Catholic missionary centre in the country. The heart of the Roman Catholic community is the
impressive Sainte Marie cathedral in central Conakry but its soul surely is the charming little



church in Boffa, Saint Joseph’s. It was built in 1877 on this vast terrain that overlooks the wide
expanse of the Pongo River below. A simple structure, it breathes modesty on the outside as
well as the inside. This has been a place of pilgrimage since 1964. Every year, at the first
weekend of May, Christians from all over Guinea, its neighbours and further afield gather at
Saint Joseph’s, an event that may attract as many as 25,000 people. Among them is one group
of people who walk into Boffa from the capital, a 150-kilometre trek punctuated with prayers and
chants. It lasts four days and nights. Hundreds embark on it voluntarily, in confirmation of their
faith. Another major event is the Maria procession through the main road of Boffa and Sunday
Mass, led by the Archbishop. In a sign of religious tolerance between Christians and Muslims,
which is typical for most of West Africa, the First Lady is always present at Mass and the word
preached from the pulpit is always that of peace and harmony.Red earth. Guinée Maritime has
some of the best roads in the country, and so the trip from the industrial town of Boké to the port
town of Kamsar, a mere 58 kilometres, can only be described as pleasant, a word one rarely
associates with using public transport in Guinea. Between these two towns, the road meets a
railway and on entry to Kamsar they run parallel. The railway carries mile-long trains delivering
countless wagonloads of red earth. This is Guinea’s primary export: bauxite, responsible for up
to 85 per cent of export earnings. Day in day out, these trains burst forth from Sangarédi, a vast
plain in the interior, and take the raw material to the port. There is one single chimney standing
there, bellowing red smoke into the air. It is the drying installation and that is the only industrial
process the bauxite will be subjected to here, before being shipped out.Kamsar itself was a
company town, built and operated mainly for the export of the red earth. The company used to
run everything, from the hotels and airport all the way to the hospital and a school. Those days
are gone but Kamsar, a nondescript and decidedly underwhelming place, retains a few facilities
that cater mainly to the expatriates that work for the company: a shopping centre, a few
restaurants, a dedicated neighbourhood. The company in question is the only one that matters
in this region: CBG, Compagnie des Bauxites de Guinée.Bauxite gets transformed first into
aluminium oxide (or alumina) and then into aluminium. Its properties were first discovered in
1821, in a village in southern France, Les Baux, hence the name. Australia is the world’s largest
producer and Guinea has the largest proven reserves in the world. Global reserves are
enormous but as is the case with so many commodities, mining happens in one place; value is
added elsewhere. While Australia at least produces a relatively small amount of aluminium (two
million tonnes per year), Guinea makes none. The real top producing countries are Russia,
China, the United States, Norway and Canada, countries with an abundance of energy to feed
these factories. The end product, aluminium, goes into aeroplanes, cars and bicycles, buildings
and electrical appliances including computers; it is used in packaging (those ubiquitous cans
and your kitchen foil are made from it); it has even been used for making coins. But for more than
60 years, ever since bauxite started being explored and then extracted from the red soils of
Guinea, most of this commodity has been leaving the country with no value added. While the
world at large enjoys the many merits of this fine, non-toxic, fully recyclable metal, Guinea’s



history with it has been unhappy.Bauxite prospecting dates back to early colonial days. The first
shipments departed from Kassa, one of the Loos Islands near Conakry in the 1950s.
Exploitation started in earnest shortly before Independence at a site called Fria. Exports
expanded further in 1973, when operations began near at a newly constructed town: Sangarédi.
There are five huge open cast mines in the plains, from where the red earth is taken and sent to
Kamsar, 150 kilometres away on the coast, in a round-the-clock operation. Today, the operation
is run by CBG, 49 per cent owned by the Guinean state. The other 51 per cent is in the hands of
a US-based company called Halco Mining, which in turn is owned by three others: Alcoa (USA),
Rio Tinto/Alcan (Australia/Canada) and Dadco (Germany).No single company on earth exports
more bauxite than CBG, almost 16 million tons in 2014. It is also a significant private employer
(with more than 2,200 people on the payroll) and a heavy contributor to government coffers. A
few others ship out Guinea’s red earth, including the Compagnie des Bauxites de Kindia (CBK),
entirely owned by the Russian aluminium giant RUSAL. This company was created in 1960,
thanks to Guinea’s reorientation towards the Soviet Union just after Independence. After the
Soviets had built the mine, the railway and the port facilities, exports started in 1974. Since then,
trains have been clanking along the rails straight to Conakry port. They traverse the entire city
and thanks to a brand new railway and modernized rolling stock they go faster than ever before—
and cause accidents. The response of the authorities has been a campaign that urges
pedestrians to take care while crossing the rails and not using them as footpaths. A counterpart
campaign asking RUSAL to secure its transport lines was curiously missing.This is symptomatic.
What Guinea has is an enclave economy that extracts a commodity; there is hardly any
connection with the country’s economy at large. But it does feed the government. Royalties,
taxes, levies and duties are the bulk of government revenues. The citizens of Guinea, your
average taxpayer, contribute very little. The consequence of this is grim. Government does not
need its citizens to survive financially and as a result it does not feel the obligation to provide
services. Meanwhile, the economic enclave serves itself and even the people living nearby
usually fall by the wayside. This has not gone unnoticed. Witness this quote, attributed to the late
head of state Lansana Conté, in 1998: ‘Guinea is a great bauxite producer. But I am not
satisfied…because our business partners have no consideration for our people. You can find a
miners’ city with paved roads and electricity, while the village next door has nothing. In Kamsar,
for instance, the area that belongs to the mine has everything but it took a struggle before the
adjacent village got a little water and electricity, even when Kamsar gets its water from our
rivers.’ Consistency, however, was not Conté’s strong suit. When ‘his people’ asserted
themselves in Boké in 2008, occupied the CBG railway and demanded water and electricity, his
government responded by sending in the army, which killed one of the demonstrators.A
government that depends on one business for almost all of its money wants to be friends with
that business. Good friends: relations between mining houses and Guinean leadership have too
often revolved around personal contacts, without any transparency or democratic oversight, an
open invitation for corruption. A lot of theorizing has been going on about how it is possible that



countries like Guinea, with abundant natural resources, are blighted by widespread poverty.
Enclave economies, corruption, weak government institutions are all part of the explanationThe
billboards that RUSAL and CBG have put up in and around the places where they work are
heavy with politically correct messages about community care, health care, the environment
and, of course, equal employment opportunities. The rule is: always ensure you feature Guinean
women on the pictures, prominently. One billboard reads ‘The citizen partner’—that is the slogan
CBG has chosen for itself; after all, it has built schools and libraries. RUSAL has created sports
facilities, another favourite. But look beyond those shiny adverts and you will find that bauxite
mining (any form of extraction, in fact) does not contribute significantly to the development of the
country and its people. True, it is not the core business of the companies working here. It is the
task of the government and in this respect Guinea has had an extremely unfortunate crop, as the
next chapters will show. But there is one thing these companies should have been more serious
about: adding value. Aluminium is up to 20 times more expensive than bauxite. Guinea should
have profited from that difference; it has not.In fact, there was just one alumina refinery, in Fria.
This plant, the first refinery on African soil, was opened in February 1958, a mere seven months
before Guinea became an independent nation. American, French, British, Swiss and German
companies all played a part in setting it up and it was managed at the time by Péchiney, of
France. The plant produced to capacity (some 650,000 tons per year) between 1960 and 1973,
when the state took a 49 per cent share in the operation, an effort to increase revenue for
Guinea and keep the plant going. Instead, Fria began to struggle. Lack of investment and
frequent industrial action added to its woes and by the end of the last century the operation was
bankrupt. In 2005, RUSAL took over the refinery for a price that was contested by the Guinean
state. As that fight rumbled on, the plant stopped production completely in April 2012, following
more incidents, including further industrial action and an explosion at one of its installations. It is
doubtful whether it will ever work again.Never has there been talk about a Guinean aluminium
smelter, even though with the abundance of hydro-electrical potential available, energy should
not be a problem. Yes, there have been promises to build new alumina refineries or expanding
the existing one. None of these have materialized. Instead, foreign firms and the Guinean state
have created Guinea’s very own version of what British economist Richard Auty once called ‘the
resource curse’. Hear those trains go down the tracks, day and night, and realise that Guinea
can continue giving its red earth away, virtually gratis, for another 400 years…* * *The Fort at
Boké. The fort is right in the centre of this town, within walking distance of the main market and
right next to a number of building sites. Soon, the old colonial relic will be obscured from view by
new government office blocks.At the entrance, there is a stern looking statue of Guinea’s
greatest pre-colonial hero, Samory Touré. Another one depicts the French explorer René Caillié,
who started his journey to Timbuktu here. The fort, built on the Nuñez River, is not very large and
the trees surrounding the space before the main doors make it positively pleasant in the heat.
Once inside, the guide walks the visitor through the exhibition of masks, musical instruments,
weapons, clothes and household utensils. He spices up the tour with an anecdote or two,



including the one in which he tries out a big drum used for spreading the news, only to be given
a resounding clip around the ear by his father: in his supposedly improvised drum solo he made
insulting references to female anatomy…Now it is time to go outside and re-enter, descending
by a staircase that gives access to the dungeon under the fort. ‘This is where they kept the
prisoners. And the slaves,’ the guide explains. The underground space has been restored and
looks a little too clean and healthy but there is still that sense of feeling hemmed in and totally
cut off from the rest of the world, even the river murmuring below. How many have passed
through here? Impossible to tell. How many were kept here at any point in time? Dozens, the
guide thinks. One look around the dungeon tells us how cramped these conditions must have
been. There is a walkway from here. ‘Follow it,’ recommends the guide. ‘It is the path they
walked, on their way to the ship. It is the walk of no return.’ The walkway descends, with hairpin
bends, hundreds of metres on, until the river comes in sight, and it is not hard to see what the
slaves’ last impressions of Africa must have looked like, as they were herded on the river boats
that would carry them to the slave ships anchored offshore. They were forced out of paradise. A
broad greengreyish sweep of water, quietly cutting its way through an immense lush forest.
Dugout canoes gliding from one bank to the other. The sight remains virtually unchanged,
except that the place where the slaves were put on boats is now buried under a big slab of
concrete and the canoes have outboard motors.* * *In his monumental book The Slave Trade,
British historian Hugh Thomas writes that with the arrival of the Portuguese, the Guinean coast
became an important centre of the slave trade. Geographically, it is the continuation of a similar
area to the northeast, where the Portuguese had started taking slaves: Cacheu and Bissau, now
in Guinea-Bissau; indeed, the Portuguese Fernandez and Gomez families extended their
activities well into what is now Guinea.This coastal zone is ideal: mangrove forests, rivers, sea
arms, creeks and swamps and islands, a highly confusing network of waterways that can only be
navigated by those who know them really well. There are also more than enough well hidden
places where ‘loading’ can take place undisturbed; it is partly for this reason that the slave trade
could continue in the coastal areas of Guinea-Bissau, Guinea and Sierra Leone for as long as it
did; and it is for the same reason that in the twenty-first century the same area is home to yet
another illegal trade: cocaine.The Pongo and Nuñez Rivers (where today the towns of Boffa and
Kamsar are) were slaving harbours for four long centuries, the fifteenth to the nineteenth.
Especially from the 1700s onward trade was very intense, following great turbulence in the
mountains of the Fouta Djalon, where the Peul were establishing their theocratic kingdom,
sending thousands upon thousands of refugees to the coast in today’s Guinea and Sierra Leone.
They were refugees—and easy prey. Hugh Thomas mentions the cases of Miles Barber and
Betsy Head, from London and Liverpool respectively. Barber bought one of the Loos islands, just
outside Conakry, in 1754 and was selling between 3,000 and 4,000 slaves annually from there
for many years. His was a well-located post, called Factory Town, where he supplied passing
ships with fresh water, medical care and ship repairs. Barber retired around 1790; England was
to hold on to the Loos Islands until 1904. Betsy Head, meanwhile, had settled a little upriver from



there, where she became a very successful dealer in slaves from 1780 to the end of the century.
She was by no means the only woman in the business; from the famously elegant ‘signares’ who
ran the slave trade in Senegal’s largest port Saint Louis to Queen Nzinga in Angola (whose army
fought alongside the Dutch in her unsuccessful attempt to get rid of the Portuguese), women
were prominent slave dealers. Slaves were sold in exchange for guns, gunpowder, knives,
scissors but also glasses and china. Local products like ivory, beeswax, hides and later cotton
found their way to the coast. Rice and salt were highly appreciated among captains about to
cross the Atlantic. These factories were part of a network of buying and selling points along the
coast, in which European, African and mixed race traders all participated.There are a few stories
of local rulers resisting the slave trade. One was a Baga king called Tomba, but he was captured
and sold into slavery himself. It was not until 1807 that a lot of internal political pressure in Britain
gave rise to its abolition. Once it was declared illegal, British navy started patrolling the West
African coast and occasionally intercepted ships that carried slaves. The abolition caused
problems in the interior, because the owners of the slave caravans, predominantly Peul and
Malinké, found that the clientele was drying up. Well—not entirely. Slave trading continued for
decades up the Pongo and Nuñez Rivers. And even while nobody had anything positive to say
about the area (it was either ‘fever-infested’ or ‘exceedingly unhealthy’), business, if you want to
call it that, must still have been very good. Well into the nineteenth century there were up to
twenty slave trading posts here selling their human cargo to Brazil and the French, Dutch and
Spanish Caribbean. One of them was run by John Ormond from Liverpool, who became very
rich but then went mad and killed himself in 1828. Americans who had married African women
ran other operations in the Pongo and Nuñez area. In order to circumvent anti-slavery legislation
in their own countries, the men relocated to Spanish parts of North America or the Caribbean
and continued their family business. Well-known examples were the Frazer family and the
Skeltons, a North American and Sierra Leonean couple, although Thomas reports that by 1840
Mrs Skelton (she carried on the business after her husband’s death) had changed the mainstay
of her business to groundnuts. Not only did they trade in slaves, they also used them to fight
competitors and grow rice, coffee or groundnuts. Eventually though, the entire slave trade ended
and exporters in the coastal region engaged in legitimate trade with each other and with French
and British agents from Senegal and Sierra Leone respectively.This region has never been the
focus of major efforts to trace back ancestry in the way that the Gambia and Sierra Leone have
been, even though this long strip of coast was one of Africa’s most notorious slaving areas. But
this may change: since 2013 the internet has been atwitter with speculation that perhaps the US
First Lady Michelle Obama herself could trace her ancestry back to the Guinean coast, as
reported on websites like and . The rumours came back in 2016: she was supposed to be
planning a visit to Guinea—but there is no official communication about this. Such a visit is,
indeed, unlikely, if only because it would require landing in one of West Africa’s most challenging
cities.ConakryThe Patisserie Centrale. Here was a bit of Eastern Europe that managed to
survive in a West African city. One person to take the order. One person to deliver the order. One



person to go to for the bill. One person for the cakes. This was not Prague, 1981; this was
Conakry, 1995.You ordered your coffee at the coffee counter. While the waiters, clad in uniforms
that had clearly seen better days, delivered a thick and strong brew with a distinct taste of
chicory, you would be at the cakes and croissants counter for next orders: cake and croissant.
Having thus assembled breakfast, you would then read the latest newspapers in the dim light.
You got the papers from the street kiosk you would pass on the way in. Just ask for ‘the latest’
and you get the usual bunch of weeklies: La Lance, Le Lynx, Le Diplomate, L’Indépendant. Not
all weeklies appeared every week; if one had written something the president or some other
party bigwig did not like, it would be shut down, its office occupied by police and its editor
imprisoned.You could spend hours here without being disturbed—well, except for the loud
discussions by the rest of the clientele. This was one quality that the coffee house clearly did not
share with its timid Eastern European counterparts. People would come in, order one drink, sit at
their table for ever, wait for their friends to come in, smoke half a packet of cheap cigarettes (that
was before the ban hit the establishment), talk, shout, discuss, debate and—sometimes—leave
in a huff at the end of an inconclusive debate, usually about politics, sport or the latest French
shenanigans in Africa.The Patisserie Centrale was attached to a dingy and equally badly-lit
hotel, called (of course) the Hôtel Central, which mostly specialized in friendly desk staff,
overpriced rooms, incessant power cuts, mouldy carpets and noisy neighbours. Like the
Patisserie, it was a piece of fading colonial splendour, once a landmark building in Conakry but
gradually eclipsed both by decline and by newer, much brighter buildings springing up around
the city centre.Yes, the city was changing and the Patisserie Centrale was increasingly out of
touch. A new coffee shop appeared around the corner on the busy Avenue de la République. It
served Italian espresso and, crucially, it was attached to a busy internet café with dozens of
whirring computers, constantly occupied. The Patisserie, naturally, had no such modern
connections. Other trendy places made their appearance with better coffee, fancy sandwiches
and wireless internet. And gradually, the old clientele started to fade away. No longer able to
afford going into town? Too old, not interested any more in the fun but ultimately fruitless
debates? Hit by the smoking ban and therefore deciding to stay at home? Probably all of the
above.Belatedly, the Patisserie started making efforts to move with the times. The lights started
to improve, slightly; the walls received a fresh coat of paint and the rather lugubrious toilets got a
makeover. But then, flat screen televisions started appearing, two in the main seating area.
Round-the-clock news was now droning its repetitive headlines, every 15 or 30 minutes. No
longer an environment to read the weekly crop or hold debates. Then the ashtrays disappeared,
for good. Luckily, the service remained as perfunctory as always, like in most other localities
around the city.The last time I passed through, I got my papers at the usual street stand and
proceeded to march through the same metal framed door that had always been open, onto the
cakes and croissants counter to the left, the coffee counter straight ahead… ‘Sir, it’s closed for
renovation. As is the hotel. They are rebuilding everything,’ said the newspaperman. Indeed it
was and indeed they were. The end of an era. Goodbye, beloved Patisserie Centrale.* *



*Conakry is a young city. It was founded in 1885 on the Tombo island and because this was a
colonial enterprise, there was never one Conakry, but several. First, there were two smaller Baga
villages, called Tombo and Boulbinet, and it was a Baga king who allowed the French to begin a
settlement here. The French constructed their city, with the rectangular street grid so beloved of
colonial settlers. Gradually, Kaloum (as the city centre would be called) began to contain the
budding administration of the colony, followed by diplomatic and business activity and of course
the nice villas surrounded by lush vegetation, thus creating the leafy residential areas that early
visitors to Conakry admired so much. The Europeans working and living here also gained
access to all modern conveniences: tap water, electricity, rubbish disposal, health services. One
key figure in this process of city building was Olivier de Sanderval; one part of Kaloum is still
named after him.The French did not care a great deal about the original Baga and Susu
inhabitants already living there. Neither were they terribly concerned with the lot of the new
African villages that had started to spring up close to Tombo. These consisted of small houses
and ‘huts’. The level of service provision here was not anywhere near that enjoyed in the city
itself. The Africans had to content themselves with collective water points and public latrines;
there was no electricity. These divisions would never go completely away but did start to become
more diffuse, especially when the city started to grow, attracting people from the interior and
indeed from neighbouring countries, particularly Senegal and Sierra Leone. They were later
followed by Lebanese traders, who set up shop in the capital or acted as middlemen between
the colony’s new commercial farms in the interior and the companies on the coast that shipped
the produce to Europe.The reign of Guinea’s first post-Independence President Ahmed Sékou
Touré (from 1958 to 1984) added a few landmarks. One of them is the Fayçal Mosque, between
the Botanical Gardens and the Donka Hospital. One of the largest mosques in West Africa, it
was built with Arab funding and opened in 1982. Equally prominent is the colossal People’s
Palace. It stands on the place where Tombo joins the rest of the city. The Chinese built it in 1965
and since it opened it has been a cultural and political focal point. The National Assembly meets
here. Bands and theatre groups perform here and of course it was once the stage for the famous
Ballets Africains. Its large esplanade is home to countless fairs and modern performances in the
open air. Right in front of the Palace stands the monument to the failed Portuguese invasion of
November 1970, which we will discuss in the next chapter. Its motto could not be clearer:
‘Imperialism will find its grave in Guinea’.Conakry remained relatively small for a long time. At the
end of World War II it had just 50,000 inhabitants. Fifteen years later, the colonial settlement of
Kaloum—and with it the island of Tombo—was finally connected to the mainland by a land
bridge. But Conakry also began to occupy larger parts of the higher peninsula along two long
axes, one up in the hills, the other down below, close to the mangrove fields. This last road is
part of the Route Nationale 1, commonly known as L’Autoroute, named after Fidel Castro. It joins
the city centre with the airport. The other road is Route Leprince, named after a French engineer,
which runs from the Dixinn suburb and the luxurious Belle Vue residency to the edge of town,
through what later became known as the Upper Suburbs (les hautes banlieues).In the 1980s,



Conakry began to explode: 600,000 inhabitants by 1985, well over a million ten years later.
Living conditions in rural Guinea had become so appalling that the flight into a city, any city, was
the only rational choice a family could make. That remains largely unchanged and the city
currently has anything between 2 million and 2.5 million inhabitants, known as Conakrykas.
Everything is happening in Conakry: commerce, business, politics, administration. The political
patronage machine revolves around the capital. There is at least some money and even if you do
not have a job you have a decent shot at living another day. The Susu now dominate life in the
city but there are other areas that are predominantly Peul, especially Hamdallaye and Bambeto.
But no matter where they are from, everyone has to deal with the city’s catastrophic colonial
legacy: its geography.Here is the problem. Kaloum is still the centre. Ministries, banks,
embassies, commercial offices all huddle together at the far end of the city. Only a few
institutions (like the national television station) have moved up the peninsula. Almost everyone
who works in Kaloum does not live there but in the suburbs, now stretching 40 kilometres inland.
The two are connected by that scruffy neck of land where the People’s Palace stands. At this
point, Conakry is barely 500 metres wide, with room for a grand total of two roads: one between
the Palace and the sea (called Corniche) and the other between the Palace and the sea (this is
the extension of L’Autoroute). There could have been a third road but that space is reserved for
the bauxite railway. A single passenger service train leaves the upper suburbs in the morning
and returns in the afternoon. Needless to say, this Chinese-built service is packed. But for the
bulk of the Conakrykas, life is a traffic nightmare. You get up early in the morning, three to four
hours before work begins, have a bit of breakfast if any at all and get to the side of the road
where the other commuters are already waiting. Getting into a car, any car, is a fight. Once in,
you will spend the next two hours in a sardine can with five other passengers and the driver, who
is arguing about the fare, racing the competition or trying to squeeze his vehicle into a third,
fourth, fifth or even sixth line of cars as traffic slows to an agonizing crawl and everything
disappears in exhaust fumes (the windows are never shut). Delays can get even more severe
once a policeman has a car in his sights; endless discussions will ensue about real or imagined
offences but mostly about whether or not to pay the bribe; payment is the exact moment when
the driver sees his profits evaporate while passengers wait in the growing heat until the
argument is over. Once in the city centre there may be work waiting for you, depending on the
electricity situation, and at the end of the day, it’s the same routine but then in reverse. In fact, in
and out of Kaloum, the entire traffic situation goes into reverse: whole stretches of road become
one-way during rush hour, leaving the rest of the traffic to pick other routes. Which they do: like
ants, cars are crawling through the tiniest of alleyways, trying to find a way in or out of town.
Those who can afford it have taken to renting rooms in the centre and only coming home for the
weekends. Traffic jams can stretch late into the night, especially when there is a party, a forum or
a late night concert at the People’s Palace.The stark differences in living standards persist,
although the divisions are no longer colonial and racial. The rich and the expatriates tend to
keep to themselves in walled-off villas close to the sea or guarded apartment blocks, while the



poor try to get by in that endless string of very poorly serviced suburbs with hardly any paved
roads, bad lighting, no water and rubbish everywhere. Sometimes they do live cheek by jowl and
then the difference in status sometimes becomes just too glaringly obvious. In one famous
incident, a government official had taken up residence in a large house in a poor neighbourhood
along the Autoroute. This is a frequent occurrence and is usually tolerated, provided the affluent
neighbour behaves correctly. This one did not. He proceeded to place a generator inside the
walled compound that contained his villa and put light poles all over his property. In an area that
had been deprived of light for a long time, this did not go down very well. One night, youths
armed with pebbles and catapults placed themselves outside the residence wall and took pot
shots at the lights, putting them out, one by one…Moyenne Guinée (Middle Guinea or Fouta
Djalon)Dalaba: sweet memories and thoughts about the future. The dining room is large. Its size
comes into focus even more poignantly in the evening, when a tiny generator provides just
enough electricity to power a small lamp near the fridge in the corner: an island of light in a lake
of darkness. Tall, sharp eyes peering from under his inseparable cap, Abdourrahmane sits
across the dining table. ‘You know, I am actually an agronomist.’ His remark ushers in another
turn in our conversation, which has already veered past colonial times, philosophy, politics, the
future of the country. ‘I have been asked to manage the hotel because my uncle passed away.’
His uncle was the late and the illustrious Sadiga Ibrahima Bah, who took it upon himself to
refurbish the old colonial hotel, perched on a hill overlooking a lush valley. He changed the name
to reflect his initials (SIB) and reopened in 1995. ‘When he decided to rebuild the hotel, there
were trees growing in the rooms here,’ he says. Since then, the rooms have been lovingly
restored to their former glory. (Thick curtains hang in front of the large windows at night, to keep
the cold out. Open them in the morning and there unfolds that magnificent valley in the morning
sun.) But it seems this late revival will be short-lived. ‘We have fewer and fewer customers. Now
if the country could only stabilise, then we’d have more visitors like you. You are coming back,
aren’t you?’ I am the only visitor tonight. The light falters. It is pitch dark outside and the rain has
begun again. The little generator is struggling. Abdourrahmane gets up; it is time to fetch the
candles and put them in the corridor, where the rooms are.The French built it in the 1930s and
called it the Hôtel des Chargeurs, right next door to the Quartier des Chargeurs. The area had its
own modern conveniences, hospital, electricity, and guards stood outside those pretty homes. A
quaint place to set up such an elaborate city, but then Dalaba was the place where Europeans
from all over West Africa went to get their health back. It became a sanatorium of sorts and even
treated war-wounded during the Second World War, when France was occupied. Thanks to the
climate the patients were quick to dub it ‘West Africa’s Switzerland’. Earlier that century, a French
botanist by the name of Auguste Chevalier had tried planting pine trees here and succeeded;
the botanical garden still carries his name. He followed in the footsteps of the famous Olivier de
Sanderval, a French explorer who was among the first Europeans to be allowed to visit the
mightly rulers of this region at nearby Timbo. Between 1880 and 1919 he travelled into the
region five times, somehow managing to balance his affection for Middle Guinea and its people



with the promotion of French influence and trade interests—and those of his own.This part of
Dalaba oozes nostalgia. Leave the hotel and take a leisurely stroll until you arrive at an old gate.
Enter a vast park-like complex; the overhead sign says: ‘RG Region Administrative Dalaba’. Best
to be in the company of two elderly gentlemen who are dutifully guarding the Villa Syli, built in
1936 as the holiday home for the French governor and then called Villa Jeannine. It was
renamed at Independence. The entire complex breathes stillness and decay: the entrance, the
walk to the house, the interior, even the garden with its breathtaking view of the valley, all are in
various stages of disrepair. Paint has come off the doors but you can still see the beautiful work
done on the traditional ceiling decorations, known as lefas. In the main room, two half circles of
old chairs face each other across a table. This is where the governors of West Africa would
come to meet and dine; later the heads of state of newly independent countries would do the
same. Very close by is the Palaver Hut, a beautifully decorated meeting place where the
‘traditional’ chiefs, the ones that had been designated by the colonizers, gathered to make
important decisions, pass on complaints to the authorities of the day and meet the governor and
later the president of the newly independent republic.When Independence came in 1958 the
French dropped everything. The hotel slowly fell into disrepair and it was declared bankrupt in
the 1980s. It had been going well for a while after the efforts by Mr Bah, but then the major
events of the early twenty-first century put an end to it. Mass demonstrations violently
suppressed in 2007 and 2009, a coup, and a controversial presidential election in 2010 ensured
that once again visitors stayed away. These days, Madame Diallo, who is taking care of the
evening meals, warns the guests that she needs to know in advance if they will have dinner here.
‘It will be chicken,’ she says. ‘You can kill a chicken and eat it the same day. Beef is too risky; it
comes from elsewhere and we cannot store it. We don’t have electricity.’ The same applies for
the Quartier next door, which today is mostly home to civil servants.* * *Mountains, forests,
spectacular rock formations, cool air, clear streams and stunning sights. You drive on precarious
roads looking out across long green valleys; you negotiate very steep escarpments, which
makes for hazardous driving. One mistake and you will hurtle down a hillside to certain death.
Drivers who deliver fuel receive special training to safely navigate their trucks here. This is
Moyenne Guinée, also known as the Fouta Djalon, a fertile and diverse region, much sought-
after, fought over time and time again. Two of West Africa’s great rivers originate here: the
Senegal and the Gambia. There are parts where you can grow potatoes and onions; in other
parts rice, fonio (a millet variety) and many different fruits thrive as easily. And, of course, this is
the land of cattle. You will not find a family that does not own at least one head.The earliest
inhabitants remain hard to trace but it is probably safe to say that the Baga lived here first before
being pushed out towards the coast by various groups of newcomers, who started arriving in the
thirteenth century. Another very old group remains here, thanks to the relative isolation of the
mountains: the Bassari are Muslims and retain their traditional way of life. They live in the areas
bordering Senegal and Guinea-Bissau. When in the sixteenth century the all-powerful Mali
empire next door started to wane, its hold over the Fouta Djalon diminished as well. At the same



time, a steady stream of immigrants moved in from the area of neighbouring Senegal or further
afield. They included the Susu, the Diahanké and the Diallonké. But the last and most influential
group, which came to dominate this part of Guinea, were the Peul or Fulani people.The Peul
have cousins in the great valley of the Senegal River next to Mauritania. That region, known as
the Fouta Tooro, is connected to the Fouta Djalon by the same river. There are relatives in other
countries too, descendants from the various other political entities they established, most
notably (but not exclusively) in Nigeria, Niger, Cameroon, Mali and Burkina Faso. Traditionally,
they are nomads, travellers and traders. In the Guinean context, their impact is deeply historical
and connected with an event that changed the Fouta Djalon and its wide surroundings for good.
It was a Jihad.A theocracy that changed the course of history. The Peul claim ancestry from
Ancient Egypt. But the religion they imported came from the Arabian Peninsula. In the 1720s,
Alpha Ibrahima Sambegou, the founder of the city of Labé, instigated Holy War against a familiar
enemy: traditional African spirituality and its practices, disparagingly referred to as ‘fetishism’. It
is clear that Islam was also a vehicle for political purposes, in this case the establishment of an
independent state in the Fouta Djalon. This ideological cover of a struggle against a cruel belief
that relied on fetishes and ritualistic offerings was attractive and successful: in the first half of the
eighteenth century the region was overrun and turned into an Islamic theocracy. The decisive
event was the 1727 battle at Talansan, which sealed the victory of the Islamic forces. Eventually,
Sambegou, far better known under the title Karamokho (teacher) Alpha, became king of the
entire region and begat the title of Almamy, supreme leader of the faithful, a title that had a
political and a religious connotation. The remaining ‘fetish kings’ fell one by one. The war put the
remaining Susu kings to flight; they did not want to live under the new regime and again fled
southwards, to the coast.
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avid_reader, “Without doubt the best resource out there. Bram Posthumus is an internationally
renowned Dutch journalist and author who has made Central Africa his home for over twenty
years. In this volume, he dissects at the core of the Central African Republic's dysfunction. An
incisive perspective on Guinea that reads like a conspiracy thriller.”
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